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About This Game

Make quick dough in spite of ruthless competition, crooked authorities and greedy gangsters. Pizza Connection is a humorous
business strategy game that challenges you to build a pizza empire from scratch. Try this spicy slice of the pizza-making

business.

Ingredients:

- Use demographics to determine the best location for your restaurant

- Keep on top of the latest eating trends to build your customer base

- Contact competing banks to get the lowest interest rates

- Buy restaurant furniture and equipment

- Hire waiters, cooks and a manager, each with their own skills

- Fight off the competition and decide on how to work with underworld gangsters

- Build your empire across cities, Europe or America
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- Use billboards, newspapers or TV ads to advertise your restaurant

- Create your own pizzas or make traditional ones using our colorful cookbook

- Enter pizza contests against competing restaurants
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Title: Pizza Connection
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Assemble Entertainment
Publisher:
Assemble Entertainment
Franchise:
Pizza Connection
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1994

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10)

Processor: 1,8 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7 (compatible with DirectX 9 recommended)

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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One of my all-time favorite games. Super fun, interesting, and deep!. Game works well. It would just need a modern interface,
the rest is nice. Asked a refund just because it came with PC 2 which cannot be played due to the interface becoming foggy and
unreadable.. Good ice cream trading game. Good old nostalgia. Brings back all the beautiful memories of the time i spent trying
to beat this game as a kid. Got it on a sale for 3\u20ac and it is absolutely worth it. Would not have bought it full price though -
it is playable for free with a few minutes of your time to download everything you need.

Oh, and don't forget to download the "manual". It is actually a recipe book and you need at least several of the standart recipes
on your menu to make your pizza restaurants work. Yea, that's copy protection the good old way.. This is one of my absolute
favorite games from my childhood. I played this countless of hours when I was a kid, making weird pizzas, decorating lavish
restaurants, and of course blowing up my competitors (and subsequently spending a lot of time in jail). But it wasn't until I
played this as an adult that I figured out how advanced this game really is - and how hard it is when you play it honest (not
trafficking guns).

Even though the game is over 20 years old it's still really fun to play, and I highly recommend it - though you really need to
download the original recipe book to be able to play this - if you don't recreate the basic pizzas pretty much perfectly from the
book you will have an extremly hard time getting customers. (This was a sort of piracy protection back in the day, if you only
copied the game and didn't have the book you couldn't really play it). nostalgia and very addictive. i always knew it was complex
when i was a kid playing the game but playing it again as an adult i never really did know how complex it really was. super fun
re-learning everything from scratch and as an adult. i enjoy the game immensely, it's not just putting toppings on a pizza for me
now -- i can finally bribe the mayor for awards. im fully deep in with the underworld now boys!
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